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Electrical Photosemiconducting and Paramagnetic Properties

of Polypromellitimides

V.S. Voishchev, O.V. Kolninov, T.A. Gordina, B.V. Komov,

B.I. Sazhin, B.I. Mikhant'ev, A.N. Pravednikov

As part of the continuing research on the properties of aromatic

polyheteroarylenes as a function of their structure, this paper ex-

amines certain physical properties of polypromellitimides (PPMI)
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where X=-O-(PM), -S-(DDS), -NH-(DDA).

Although PPMI conductivity has been studied in depth, little

has been reported on the photoelectric phenomena of these polymers.

Research on PPMI photoelectric properties is needed to determine

their photoelectric sensitivity as well as to provide a better un-

" derstanding of the electron phenomena, occuring in these systems.

Methodology

The samples were films, 5-15mcm in thickness, with silver

electrodes applied by vacuum spraying. Surface preparation of the

films and means of obtaining PPMI of a given chemical structure

have been described in earlier papers (1,3). It should be noted,

that prior to the experiment the samples were heated at 300 ° for

I hour in a vacuum (_10-3tor) directly in the measuring cell to

eliminate absorbed moisture, and then dried and purified of argon

in the chamber. The procedureused to determine the concentration

N of the paramagnetic centers (PMC) has been noted earlier (4).

Photoelectric properties of the samples were studied (photo-EMF
-3

and direct current photoconductivity) in a vacuum (410 tot), by 296

using an illuminator, consisting of a xenon lamp type DKSSH-1000

and monochromator type ZMR-3. Voltage of the thermo-EMF (electro-



motive force) was measured by a high-resistance amplifier type UI-2,

with an impedance of 1"I0!Ioh m. Since the polymers were high-

resistance materials, we were only able to determine the sign of the

thermo-EMF.

Discussion of Results

Research on dark conductivity and optic absorption spectra of PPMI

with various chemical structures showed that they have semiconducting

properties, which are characteristic of polymers. The photoelectric

properties of PPMI were also studied and the results were correlated

with known measurements for dark conductivity. All of the poliimides

had photoelectric sensitivity in the visible range. The curves for

photocurrent spectrum pattern are shown in the drawing. Photocurrent

peaks are found on the slopes of the corresponding absorption curves.

Wavelengths for the photocurrent peaks (Amax) are found in the table

below.
Spectra absorption curves
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During the replacement of -O- by -S- and -NH- max is shifted to

the longwave side. The photoconducting threshold (E,1½),which was
determined by Moss's procedure, decreases in order -O-, -S-, -NH-.

The coincidence in measurement error should be noted for the activation

, energy values for dark conductivity (2Et) , minimal photon energy which

corresponds to the edge of optic absorption (Eopt) , and the photo-
conductivity threshold. It indicates that the same electron levels

are absent for dark- and ph otoconductivity for the given poliimides.

The temperature function of dark conductivity, the coincidence of 2Et
with Eopt and EA½ gives us a basis to assume the character of photo-

and dark conductivity for PPMI at elevated temperatures. Positive-

charged acceptors for the photocurrent were determined by the sign of

the photo-EMF (Dember effect). By using the thermo-EMF, it was estab- 297

lis_ed that holes are also acceptors of dark current. I[_follows,

that PPMI are high-resistance semiconductors with dark- and photo-

conductivity,type r. The semiconducting properties of PPMI cannot be

explained by double conjugated bonds throughout the system, since it

has been noted (7) that for these polymers a conjugated chain is absent

in sections, greater than the elementary unit. Intermolecular reaction

between fragments of PPMI macromolecules are most likely the source of

photo- and dark current acceptors. The coloring of PPMI is also due

to this interreaction. Pyromellitic dianhydride is a strong electron

acceptor and forms CPZ with many electron donor compounds (8,9). It

c_n be assumed that similar electron acceptor properties_will be found

in the diimides of pyromellitic acid. It was shown that phthalic an-

hydride and phthalimide form CPZ with donor molecules. From the absorp-

tion spectra of CPZ, it follows that imides and anhydrides have approx-

imately the same electron affinity. We discovered that pyromellitic

acid diimide forms CPZ in a solution of DMCO with electron donors _ eg.

diphenylamine ( max=445 ), carbazole ( max=410 ), pyrene ( max=4]0 ).

The groups, forming diamide remains in PPMI, are capable of forming CPZ

with external low molecular electron acceptors (quinone and poly-

cyanocarbonic compounds) -ie. on the whole, they retained their electron

donor character present in individual compounds (10). On the basis of

this data, it can be assumed that there is a donor-acceptor interreaction,

type CPZ, in the PPMI between electron acceptor promellitimide frag-

ments and electron donor diamide remains in adjacent macromolecules,

which accounts for the coloring of the poliimides and their electric



and photoelectric properties. A deepening in color was observed,

as well as a decrease in the activation energy of dark conductivity

and an increase in wavelength for the threshold and spectrum peaks

of photoconductivity (Table) with a decrease in the ionization poten-

tial of the compounds ___, -X-<,_ ,forming diamine remains in these

polymers (for X=O, S, NH ionization potentials are equal to 8.09,

7.80, 7.14eV respectively {11}). A decrease in electric character-

istics (2Et, Eopt, EJ½) was observed, which was accompanied by an
increase in conductivity and an increase in the concentration of

unpaired electrons. Spectra parameters for conductivity are given
below:

_.,_-,_ q-, 0.28 n._o 3.3.
q. _ 2.00_ I 2.0_:;€_ 2,_0229 S 3

Although we cannot, as of yet, explain the bond between current

carriers and PMC, it can be assumed that the formation of the latter

and the creation of current carriers are the result of a donor-

acceptor interreaction between corresponding fragments of macromole-

cules ( as postulated by Blumenfeld' and Bendersky {12}). The

creation of current carriers in PPMI, evidently, occurs with the

transition of an electron, acted upon by light or heat, from the

donor fragment to the adjacent promellitimide fragment, which is

bonded to it in CPZ. If the migration or skipping theory in con-

ductivity is correct, then an electron transfer or holes between

identically charged and uncharged acceptor or donor fragments will

occur on exposure to a field. A positive charge for dark and photo

carriers is indicative of the mobility of holes. The formation of 298

energy zones through donor-acceptor interreaction between macro-

molecules cannot be ruled out, and PPMI conductivity might be ex-

plained within the framework of this zone theory.
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